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We propose a method for universal fault-tolerant quantum computation using concatenated quan-
tum error correcting codes. Namely, other than computational basis state preparation as required
by the DiVincenzo criteria [1], our scheme requires no special ancillary state preparation to achieve
universality, as opposed to schemes such as magic state distillation. The concatenation scheme
exploits the transversal properties of two different codes, combining them to provide a means to
protect against low-weight arbitrary errors. We give the required properties of the error correcting
codes to ensure universal fault-tolerance and discuss a particular example using the 7-qubit Steane
and 15-qubit Reed-Muller codes. We believe that optimizing the codes used in such a scheme could
provide a useful alternative to state distillation schemes that exhibit high overhead costs.
PACS numbers: 03.67.Pp
INTRODUCTION
The ability to physically manipulate quantum mechan-
ical systems promises to provide a means towards pow-
erful quantum computing and simulation [2–4]. Under-
standing and controlling sources of noise during the ma-
nipulation of quantum systems is fundamental towards
the development of scalable devices that could achieve
such computing promises. The theory of quantum error
correction has been developed to address the latter, pro-
tecting quantum systems through the use of additional
ancillary systems. Quantum error correction has had a
rapid progression to address multiple types of errors and
situations, and provides a building block to large scale
quantum devices using fault-tolerant quantum computa-
tion.
The goal of fault-tolerant quantum computation is to
control quantum errors in a coherent way such that they
do not propagate throughout the different quantum sys-
tems that are being coupled for the use of quantum com-
putation. Any two-qubit coupling gates can propagate
errors and are typically avoided as multiple errors may
lead to logical faults after the application of quantum
error correction. However, in order for such schemes to
provide universal quantum computation, additional re-
sources are required, typically through the preparation
of special quantum states [5–8]. Addressing quantum
noise in this manner allows for the establishment of noise
thresholds, levels of noise for which scalable quantum
computation is achievable without exponential overhead
in resources [5–7, 9, 10]. In certain cases, rigorous nu-
merical values of the threshold have been established by
calculating the exact propagation of errors given a fixed
error model and method of encoding for logical compu-
tation [11–13].
One of the most widely used methods for fault-tolerant
quantum computation is magic state distillation [8],
which promotes transversal Clifford gate operations to
universal quantum computation through gate teleporta-
tion. While providing a means to increase the fault-
tolerance threshold, the overhead in the preparation
scheme for magic state distillation remains one of the
large bottlenecks for scalable quantum computing, esti-
mated to account for up to 90% of the overall number
of qubits in certain architectures [14]. As such, much
effort is being invested into understanding and reduc-
ing the overhead associated with such schemes [15–18].
While such research has paved the way for the reduction
of the overall cost of fault-tolerant quantum computa-
tion, this work will take a different approach, by using
concatenated quantum error correcting codes to provide
universal fault-tolerance, rather than state distillation.
The scheme we propose uses two different quantum er-
ror correcting codes in concatenation. We argue that
by sacrificing the full distance of the concatenated quan-
tum error correcting code, we can exploit the transversal
properties of both quantum codes to produce a set of
operations that, while not globally transversal, provide
a means for universal fault-tolerant quantum gates. In
this work we shall focus on protecing against arbitrary
single-qubit errors, however, we provide a brief descrip-
tion of how such a scheme could be generalized to cor-
rect against t errors. Recently, Paetznick and Reichardt
have proposed a similarly motivated work on universal
quantum fault-tolerance without the preparation of spe-
cial ancillary states, yet our work differs in the method
of execution of the fault-tolerant logic [19]. Additionally,
there has been research that has focused on obtaining a
set of fault-tolerant operations to transfer between dif-
ferent quantum error correcting codes, yet such schemes
do not yield a set of universal operations [20–22].
The outline of the work is as follows: we shall be-
gin by introducing the necessary framework for universal
gate sets and transversal logic. We follow by describing
2the requirements for the concatenated scheme. We then
describe the method for implementing universal fault-
tolerant logic and quantum error correction and conclude
with a specific example and discussion.
PRELIMINARIES
In order to fully exploit the power of quantum com-
puters, simulating any completely positive mapping of
quantum states is essential. By Stinespring’s dilation
theorem, any such mapping can be simulated by uni-
tary transformations [23]. As such, having the ability to
approximate arbitrary unitary transformations is vital to
implementing quantum algorithms and simulations.
Let G be a finite set of unitary operators on a Hilbert
space H. We say that the set G is a universal gate
set on H if any unitary transformation U in H can
be approximated efficiently using gates from the gate
set G, that is given a target fidelity ǫ the unitary U
can be approximated using O(logc 1/ǫ) gates from the
gate set G [24, 25]. Given a Hilbert space H composed
of multiple qubits, any universal set of quantum gates
on each of the individual qubits along with entangling
gates coupling the qubits form a universal gate set for
the full Hilbert space H [26]. The universal gate set
that we shall focus on in this work’s example will be
the set G = {H,T,CNOT }, where H is the Hadamard
gate, T is the π/8-gate (T = e−ipi/8|0〉〈0| + eipi/8|1〉〈1| ),
and CNOT is the two-qubit controlled-not gate [27].
Researchers focus on universal gate sets since devel-
oping techniques to deal with errors associated with a
finite set of gates is a much more tractable task than cor-
recting for faults for arbitrary unitary gates. As such,
quantum error correcting codes are constructed to best
protect against errors in the implementation of logical
gates for a chosen universal gate set. We shall denote
the weight of an error as the number of locations where
a given error acts non-trivially (not the identity). One of
the simplest methods to construct fault-tolerant schemes
is by applying gates transversally. A logical gate g on
a quantum error correcting code C is called t-transversal
if g interacts with at most t locations of the underlying
qubits composing the code C. Unfortunately, it has been
shown that no quantum error correcting code contains
a universal set of transversal gates [28, 29]. This moti-
vates the search for different fault-tolerant methods to
implement universal quantum logic.
CONCATENATED QEC
We propose using concatenated quantum error correc-
tion to achieve a set of universal fault-tolerant quantum
gates. The idea behind such a scheme is that we can use
the properties of one code to protect against the disad-
vantages of the other, and vice versa.
The general concatenated error correcting scheme is as
follows: the qubits that we desire to protect errors against
are encoded into a quantum error correcting code C1.
In this work, we shall require the code distance of C1
to be at least 3, so that it can correct arbitrary single-
qubit errors. The qubits that make up the code C1 are
subsequently encoded into a second code C2, which again
will be required to have distance of at least 3. As we
are focusing on codes that correct for an arbitrary single-
qubit error, we shall refer to a transversal gate for a given
code as a gate which is 1-transversal and any gate not
having this form as non-transversal.
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FIG. 1: General construction of a logical gate for a concate-
nated error correction scheme. The qubit of information is
encoded in a quantum error correcting code C1, whose qubits
are in turn encoded into a code C2. As such, the logical gate g1
(given by the boxed region) on the encoded space C1 will be
composed of multiple logical gates g2 on the C2 codeblocks.
The important properties for the quantum error cor-
recting codes C1 and C2 for the implementation of univer-
sal fault-tolerant quantum logic are as follows: 1. For any
logical gate that is non-transversal in C1, there must ex-
ist an application of this logical gate using gates that are
transversal in C2, 2. The recovery operations (syndrome
measurement and error correction operations) on C1 and
C2 must be globally transversal (in the full concatenated
code space).
IMPLEMENTING UNIVERSAL
FAULT-TOLERANT LOGIC
Logical Gates
We first explain the requirements of the set of gates
to implement a universal set of fault-tolerant operations.
Since there exists no quantum error correcting code that
exhibits a full set of transversal quantum gates [28, 29],
there will always be at least one gate in a given universal
gate set that will couple qubits that make up the error
correcting code, leading to the possibility of bad error
propagation. Consider the first level of encoding C1, the
non-transversal gate can lead to a propagation of errors,
3however, if we are now encoding each of the qubits mak-
ing up the code C1 into a further error correcting code,
the propagation from a single to multiple physical faults
will not necessarily lead to a propagation of logical faults
if the errors are sufficiently sparse.
Specifically, the first requirement of the concatenated
quantum error correction scheme stipulates that ev-
ery non-transversal gate in the code C1 can be imple-
mented using transversal gates in the code C2. The non-
transversality of a given gate will cause the propagation
of a single physical fault between different logical qubits
in C1. The implementation of the non-transversal C1
gates will govern the propagation of the physical errors
between the qubits. Therefore, we require the gates that
make up the logical gate on C1, themselves logical gates
for the code C2, to be transversal in the encoded space C2.
By imposing such a restriction, a single error occurring
in the non-transversal gate application in C1 will prop-
agate to at most a single physical error in each of the
logical qubits forming C1, which themselves are encoded
blocks of C2. This is precisely the property one is after
in a fault-tolerant quantum computation, that a single
physical error will propagate to at most a single physical
error on encoded codeblocks, allowing for the correction
of such errors.
Given a choice of codes C1 and C2, not all gates of
the universal gate set will be transversal in C2. By the
properties outlined above, any logical gate in C1 that uses
gates from C2 that are not transversal in its construction,
must be transversal in C1. In performing such a gate, a
single fault on a particular C2 codeblock could propagate
to multiple errors within this codeblock and could lead
to a logical C2 fault in the codeblock where the error
occurred. However, a single logical fault on one of the
C2 codeblocks will not yield a global logical fault on C1,
as such a code can correct for arbitrary logical faults on
one of its encoding logical qubits.
Quantum Error Correction
How is error correction then applied? We shall describe
the error correction properties that are required after the
application of two types of logical quantum gates, those
that are non-transversal in C1 yet use an application of
transversal C2 gates, and the application of logical gates
that are transversal in C1, whose individual block gates
are non-transversal in C2. In the case of the former, the
important property of the error correction is that it does
not couple qubits within the codeblocks of C2, as the ap-
plication of the gate could propagate a single fault into
multiple single faults on each of the C2 codeblocks. If
the error correction procedure propagates errors within
the C2 codeblocks, then single errors on each codeblock
will propagate to multiple errors on each codeblock, thus
possibly leading to logical errors on multiple codeblocks,
therefore causing a global logical fault. As such, it is very
important that the error syndrome measurement and cor-
rection be performed transversally on each of the C2 code-
blocks. Error correction at the C1 level is not necessary
after the application of this type of logical gate, as the
errors propagate within the codeblocks and the scheme
is constructed in a way that all such errors on the code-
blocks are recoverable as long as only a single fault occurs
in the application of the gate.
The error correction procedure after the implementa-
tion of the transversal gate in C1 (using non-transversal
C2 gates) will require an additional level of error cor-
rection. As in the application of the non-transversal
C1 gates, error correction on each of the C2 codeblocks
is first applied. As the application of the logical gate
on C1 uses non-transversal C2 gate applications, a sin-
gle (correctable) error on a particular C2 codeblock can
propagate to a non-correctable set of errors on that given
codeblock. As such, performing the C2 error correction
on that codeblock will introduce a logical error (if the
error were to occur during the C2 error correction pro-
cess itself then this error will be weight one). However,
as mentioned above, if only a single logical C2 error has
occurred, the logical fault introduced by the error correc-
tion will be correctable using error correction procedure
on C1. However, it is important that the error correc-
tion procedure on C1, which is a logical error correction
procedure as it acts on logically encoded states in C2,
is itself globally transversal. As such, errors that could
occur during error correction will not propagate to mul-
tiple physical errors that could be detrimental upon the
application of further logical computation.
EXAMPLE: A [[105,1,3]] QUANTUM ERROR
CORRECTING CODE
A simple example of the scheme outlined in this work
involves two of the most well studied quantum error cor-
recting codes, C1 will be the 7-qubit Steane code [30]
and C2 the 15-qubit Reed-Muller code [31]. The 15-qubit
Reed-Muller code has the following set of transversal
gates: {T,CNOT }, where each logical gate is achieved
by applying the gate itself to each of the qubits (or T †
in the case of the logical T gate). The missing gate
from the universal gate set is the Hadamard gate. The
7-qubit Steane code (corresponding to C1) has the fol-
lowing set of transversal gates: {S,H,CNOT }, where
S = |0〉〈0| + i|1〉〈1|. Each logical gate is achieved by ap-
plying an individual gate to each of the qubits, or pair
of qubits (in the case of applying logical S, one applies
S† to each of the qubits). As such, C1 can implement
gates from the Clifford group transversally, yet are miss-
ing the T gate from the universal gate set that can be
implemented transversally.
The concatenated code is 7 blocks of 15 qubits, to-
4talling 105 qubits, encoding 1 qubit of information. As
both quantum codes share the property that all Pauli
gates, the S phase gate, and the CNOT gate can be im-
plemented logically by applying the gate to each qubit,
or pair of qubits, then the globally logical version of these
gates for the 105 qubit code are also achieved by applying
the corresponding gate to each qubit, or pair of qubits, of
the full 105 qubit code. Additionally, all syndrome mea-
surements (which will correspond to the measurement of
Pauli observables) will be transversal within the code, as
well as the Pauli corrections.
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FIG. 2: Logical T gate for the Steane code C1, composed of
logical CNOT15 and T15 gates on the C2 codeblocks. These
gates are transversal in C2, and therefore only propagate er-
rors to different codeblocks, without propagating within a
given C2 codeblock.
The logical T gate is achieved by combining logical
gates on the different C2 codeblocks, which as shown in
Figure 2 is not transversal in the C1 code, yet uses gates
that are all transversal within the 15 qubit C2 codeblocks.
As explained in the previous section, a single error in
the implementation of the logical gate can propagate to
multiple errors (a maximum of 3 for this particular gate
application) yet will be distributed such that there are
only single errors on each C2 codeblock. The error cor-
rection procedure measures the syndromes on each of the
C2 codeblocks individually, which corresponds to measur-
ing the 14 syndromes corresponding to the 15-qubit code.
The Pauli error correction operations are then applied to
correct for the errors that occurred during the application
of the logical T gate. As such, the concatenated code can
correct for an arbitrary weight-1 error that occurs during
the implementation of the logical T gate.
In order to implement the logical H , one applies the
logical H15 on each of the C2 codeblocks, as such it is
transversal in the encoded states that form the code C1,
yet each individualH15 is not transversal in its implemen-
tation on the C2 codeblocks. A single error that occurs in
one of the individual applications of the H15 gates could
propagate to multiple errors within the codeblock, lead-
ing to possible logical errors. However, if only one such
error occurs the full quantum code will still be protected.
After the action of the gate, error correction is applied to
each of the C2 codeblocks, possibly resulting in correction
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FIG. 3: Logical H gate for the Steane code C1, implemented
using logical H15 gates on each of the C2 codeblocks. Note
that the individualH15 are non-transversal on each codeblock.
causing a C2 logical faults. However, if only one such log-
ical C2 fault occurs, subsequent global error correction at
the logical C1 level will detect such an error. The C1 error
correction involves measuring the 6 stabilizers of the 7-
qubit Steane code, where each stabilizer is now a logical
stabilizers composed of X15 or Z15 operators. However,
as such operators are transversal for the 15-qubit code,
they can be measured in a transversal way. The maximal
weight of the stabilizers measured for C1 code is 32, since
each of the logical X15 gates involve 8 X gates on the C2
codeblock, and the weight of the 7-qubit X stabilizers is
4. Error correction for the C1 level will then be completed
by performing logical Pauli error correcting operations on
affected C2 codeblocks. The measurement of the C1 sta-
bilizers will be the most expensive error correction step
due to the high weight of the stabilizers.
As described, the concatenated code can correct for
any weight one error. However, it is worth noting that
if one used a straight concatenation of the two codes to
protect against quantum noise, the concatenated code
will be a [[105,1,9]] quantum error correcting code, that
is, it would protect against 4 arbitrary errors. In this
fault-tolerant scheme, we are sacrificing the larger dis-
tance of a straight concatenation scheme in order to pro-
tect against arbitrary single qubit errors when perform-
ing logical gates. For example, when implementing the
logical T gate, since different codeblocks are coupled by
C2 transversal gates between the codeblocks, two errors
on a given codeblock could propagate to two errors on
multiple codeblocks. Such propagation is bad, as this
could cause logical faults on multiple blocks, an irrecover-
able error. Similarly, in the implementation of the logical
H gate, single errors on different codeblocks, totalling at
least 2 independent errors, could propagate through the
non-transversal H15 gate that is applied to each code-
5block to result in multiple logical codeblock errors, re-
sulting in an overall logical fault after error correction.
Therefore, while the algebraic distance of the code is 9,
due to the coupling of the different qubits when imple-
menting the logical gates, the code only strictly protects
against single physical faults, acting as a logical distance
3 code.
GENERALIZING TO QECC CORRECTING
AGAINST t ERRORS
The scheme described in this work could be adapted
to account for quantum error correcting codes C1 and C2
that correct against arbitrary weight t errors. The key
properties of universal gate sets developed for such a con-
catenation scheme would be modified such that given a
gate which is not t-transversal in C1, the logical gates
in C2 which form such a gate must be t-transversal in
C2 when applied in composition. Additionally, similar
requirements for the quantum error correction opera-
tions would be necessary. The error correction operations
should be 1-transversal as to not possibly propagate er-
rors that occur during the error correction process to mul-
tiple errors that could be detrimental at the next stage
of computation.
CONCLUSION
In this work we have proposed a method for universal
quantum fault-tolerance using concatenated error cor-
recting codes. The full distance of the concatenated
scheme is sacrificed in order to establish a set of universal
quantum gates that are robust to a smaller set of errors.
The transversal properties of the two different error cor-
rection schemes are exploited to limit the propagation of
errors to either be sufficiently sparse, only a small num-
ber of errors per encoded codeblock, or limiting all errors
to be contained within a single codeblock. We provide an
example of such a scheme using the well-studied 7-qubit
Steane and 15-qubit Reed-Muller codes. Providing rig-
orous thresholds of such a scheme, using methods such
as those presented in Ref. [11], remains an interesting
problem, as well as establishing the performance of such
a scheme using other quantum error correcting codes.
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